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Tozeski launches Goddard celebration in Auburn 
by Robert Efermann 
Newspeak Staff 
Last Tuesday, a tribute to Robert 
Goddard on his 100th birthday started In 
Auburn, Massachusetts. On the same 
field where Goddard's rocket made Its 
first historic launch March 26, 1926, 
crowds gathered to witness a recreation 
of the take-off. The rocket was fired 
twice with acetylene, not the liquid 
oxygen Goddard originally used. Felix 
Tozesk:i, an ME 1800 Instructor and 
technician at WPI, made the rocket 
replica and conducted the first firing. 
Major Brewster Shaw, Jr., pilot of the 
scheduled space lab STS 9 mission, 
fired the rocket for a second time. The 
rocket did not Ifft off the ground for 
safety reasons. 
President Edmund Cranch spoke a-
bout Goddard, a graduate of WPI. 
Cranch emphasized the need for educa-
tion so that young people today could 
make contributions as Goddard did to 
mankind. As Cranch spoke, his voice 
was overridden by the roar of F-106 Air 
Force jets from Otis Air Force Base. 
Later in the morning, the festivities 
continued to the Worcester Centrum 
The WPI exhibit et the Cenfn.lm. 
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• 
where the dedication continued until 
Thursday. Exhlblta from WPI, Riiey-
Stoker, Wyman-Gordon, The Fallon Or-
ganization, GTE, and Sprague Electric 
were on hand. WPl's exhibit Included a 
small PUMA robot as well u one that 
roamed around talking to the visitors. 
Worcester State College had en Interest-
ing exhlblUon on the Aviation/ Aero-
spece summer workshop which they 
offer. In talking to Professor Robert 
Kelley of Worcester State, students can 
undefAO flight simulator tests at Peue 
Air Force Base. Others have taken part 
In C-130 Medive Team drills. Trips have 
taken students to Cape Kenn8dy and 
The National Air and Spece Mueeum. 
The Worcester Inventors Club, several 
members of which study at WPI dis-
played the Nold De-aerator. This device, 
invented by Walter Nold, removes all 
gases from a given amount of water In 
five minutes. Nold is said to be working 
on a hydraulic fluid •aerator for the 
apace shuttle. 
- Dan JKtiVMCO. Robert Goddard, a 1908 graduate of 
WPI, taught Physics at Clartc Unlvenllty 
from 191'* until his death In 19'5. 
Term B 
Classes Begin 
Octo~er 26 
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OGCP: Another dismal forecast 
predicted for 1983 
by Kirsten Storm 
Informing seniors about job oppor-
tunities for the upcoming year was not a 
pleasant task for the Office of Graduate 
Career Placement's Dean Trask, who, In 
an informational meeting held on Octo-
ber 4th, offered the Class of 1983 a grim 
perspective on the future. He told those 
attending the meeting that the job 
market was Indeed ata lowebb. llke last 
year, but that there arewaystoeffeotive,. 
ly deal with this economic slump and to 
successfully find a satisfactory, well-
paying job upon graduation. 
In a personal Interview, Trask was 
displeased with the present job mancet. 
He said, "At the present time. the job 
market Is the same as last June. I'm 
hopeful It will change ... we can only 
hope for the best." When questioned 
about Individual mafors. Trask replied 
that "All mafors are faoed with approxi-
mately the same percent employment as 
last year's graduating clasa-exceptfor 
the chemical engineers, who have been 
hit the hardest." (See chart) He went on 
to say that career opportunities are 
uniformly low throughout the coun1ry. 
He reasoned that because of last year's 
recession, the Class of 1983 will be faced 
wl1h competition not only from this 
year's graduating engineeB. which In-
elude WPl's own graduating class. but 
also from last year's crop of graduates 
who have yet to find jobs and who are 
still considered entry-level people by 
companies. "In short", he added, "jobs 
are not being handed on silver platters to 
WPI graduates as they have been in past 
years." 
Trask felt It was Impossible to predict 
what the economic situation will be In 
June, although he mentioned that some 
economists are predicting an upswing. 
Wllatever the future Is like, however. he 
offered this advice to seniors: start early 
in preparing and researching for the 
companies' recruiting season. which 
starts this year on November 9th and 
concludes In March He felt that seniors 
must now spend more time looking Into 
graduate schools and companies, ''al-
most as muoh time", he added, "as the 
time they would spend on an additional 
college course." He emphasized that 
"the OGCP guarantees going through 
placement but it does not guarantee 
getting a job." He concluded the inter-
view stressing that the worst enemy of a 
graduating senior is a defeatist attitude, 
and that the senior who thinks positively 
and Is well-prepared will be the most 
successful In today's scarce competitive 
job market. 
Placement c • Class of 1982 
OiaicAI ~ 
o-isay 
Civil~ 
COlpiter 8cUnle 
Elec:trical P.nqu-cing' 
Life science 
~t. 
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9 0\ 
61 IS\ 
34 l\ 
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11 18\ 
10 10\ 
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6 0\ 
146 15\ 
6 171 
14 71 
• Figures buud on the OOCP report, 9/82 
Offtu'ed Slllary 
A'UllmllJllll 
tit.nthly/Yaarly 
$2,125 /25,500 
$1, 739 /20,1168 
$1,826 /21,912 
$2,037 /24,«4 
$2,103 /25,236 
$1,739 /20,868 
$1,953 /23,436 
$1,953 /2l,4ll'i 
$1,953 /23,436 
$1,719 /20,968 
$2,084 /25,008 
$1,739 /20,868 
$1,981 /23,772. 
Asimov speaks on the future of 
space exploration 
by Tim Roesch 
Surrounded by thousands ot dollars 
of sound equipment, peered at by two 
beady-eyed video cameras and stared at 
by a multitude ofWPl-ltes, clvlllans, and 
a couple of Army officers. Issac Asimov 
appeared on stage and proceeded to 
capture the audience with comical a-
sides and a lecture well worth missing 
homework for. 
What has the space program done for 
us? Issac Asimov explained the values of 
the blossoming communication Indus-
try to us. Obviously communication 
wouldn't be what It Is tOday If not for 
comr..unlcation satellites. He noted that 
communication satellites were also res-
ponsible for peace. These staellltes can 
almost Instantly relay Information on 
wars occurlng all over the globe. Once 
people see the actual horror of It all. they 
push for pease as can be proven by the 
public's reaction to the Vietnamese war 
Next, he talked of the benefit meteor-
loglcal satellites have given man. He 
explained how lives have been saved, 
property protected and living made 
easier by these totally space bome 
devices. 
"What we do today makes our future 
for us." Mr. Asimov stated firmly. He saw 
outer space as being our future or our 
end. "If we view space as another place 
to make war I don't give you another half 
century." This referred to the shuttle. If 
the shuttle Is used as a device of war, 
then we won't live to see It used as a 
device for progress. 
His lecture entered the realm of 
economics. Obviously. space has a 
large economical potential. Very few 
people are willing to believe this or see 
this. It Is going to take a long time to 
convince people of that fact. Mr Asi-
mov's comments on the fact that we 
spend mllllons of dollars on cosmetics 
were testimonial to the almost blatant 
absurdity of proclaiming that trsjusttoo 
expensive to go Into space and colonize 
iL 
The moon isn't enough for Mr. 
Asimov. 'We've reached the moon, but 
that's Ilka living In Manhattan and 
reaching Brooklyn." 
Issac spoke of the future. He spoke of 
the vast opportunities space could offer 
us as a race and as individuals. He spoke 
of the multitudes of new careers that lay 
out there that we could not now Imagine. 
He spoke of a whole new wwy of lite, of 
new cultures springing up as man 
stepped Into that vast void. 
According to Mr Asimov, man is 
ready right now to take that giant step 
Into the skies. Though the adults o1 
today may not be ready to do so, he 
believes that the children are more than 
ready, their minds being uncluttered by 
the past. 
Mr. Asimov seemed to be for a joining 
of the nations In a combined effort to 
explore space. He noted that our con-
tinual hastening to outdo each other has 
become too expensive and dangerous to 
continue. A bit utopian, perhaps, but not 
unfeasible. 
Mr. Asimov does see some walls that 
may block our way. He made one or two 
subUy powerful statemttnta agalns1 the 
fundamentalists and creationists. He 
described them as a force that is pulling 
us back. The future of science can't be 
dictated by people who are still living In 
the dark ages. 
(continued on page I) 
- Kevin S•ntry. 
--
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NEWSPEAK 
TuHday, October 12. 1912 
( policE NEWS J 
by Greg Doerschler 
Associate Editor 
Hlghllghtl 
°"" ....... A WPI student reported Thursday 
night that a male subject was attempting 
to sell drugs in the area of the Wedge. 
WPI officers responded, but the subject 
was not located. Shortly thereafter, a 
report wu received that the subject was 
in Morgan Hall, also In possession of 
eome paintings. WPI Police watched the 
subject using an undercover operation. 
Officers later approached the subject In 
Oanlets Hall and brought him to the 
station, where It was determined that he 
had drugs in his possession. The sub-
ject, a non-WPI student, was arrested. 
Vehicle brMb 
Two motor Yehicies parked off cam-
pus W9t'9 reported to have been broken 
Into ori Monday, October 4th. Both 
breaks occurred Sunday night or early 
Monday morning. A stereo system, 
tepee, and • camping stove were repor-
ted stolen from a vehicle belonging to a 
WPI student partced on Regent Street. 
Another WPI student reported that his 
vehicle partced on Elm Street had been 
broken Into. A stereo and camping 
equipment were stolen. 
Introducing 
health services 
For new students and retumeea who 
are not familiar with the Health Office, 
they are here to assist the student 
population and to offer medical Infor-
mation, support and referrals If needed, 
tor all upects of health care. 
Located In Stoddard C on Hackfeld 
Ro.t, the Student Health Office Is open 
24 hours a day, 7 days a wee« when 
College Is in ... ion. Coverage Is 
provided by Registered Nuraea. 
Physicians are available every Mon-
day-Friday, In the morning from 10:3(). 
12:00, and again In the evening from 
5:45-7:45 with appointment necessary. 
Gynecological service with a nurse 
practitioner ls available two days a week 
by appointment only. 
Allergy Injections are administered to 
(contll'lued on pege 4) 
Other •rreata 
A subject was arrested early Saturday 
morning, October 2 after he was ob-
served by WPI officers operating his 
motor vehicle In an erratic manner at the 
Intersection of Boynton Street and Insti-
tute Road. 
A male non-WPI student was arrested 
for trespass In Alumni Gym. The subject 
had been warned twice before of tres-
pass. It was also determined after the 
arrest that the subject had six out-
standing warrants against him. 
Ponce Log 
The following are excerpts from the 
WPI Police log for the period October 1-
7. The listing consists of slgnlflcant 
Incidents and Items of general student 
Interest. 
Frtct.y, October 1 
12:10 P.M. - A student residing off 
campus reported that his bicycle was 
stolen from the hallway in his apart-
ment bulldlng the previous night. 
8:30 P.M. - A local resident was 
arrested for trespassing and disorderly 
conduct In connection with a distur-
bance behind the A.J. Knight Fletd. 
9:35 P.M. - A fire alarm was reported 
In Daniels Hall. The alarm hed been 
pulled by a friend of a resident 
11:20 P.M. - An officer observed 
three carloads of students spraying fire 
extinguishers out of the car windows. 
The cars were stopped, the students 
Identified, and the extinguishers con-
fiscated. 
s.turdey I October 2 
1:55 A.M. - A subject was arrested 
after WPI officers observed him opera-
ting his vehicle In an erratic manner. See 
Highlights. 
2:05 A.M. - Three Worcester State 
College students were removed from ci 
fraternity after the fraternity mem lers 
reported that the three refused to lef.lve a 
party 
Sundtty, October 3 
1:~ P.M. - An officer reported 
several vehicles parked on Institute 
Road and Elbridge Street appeared to 
TERM B COURSE 
CHANGES 
Course changes for Term 882 
will be in Salisbury Lounge on 
October 26-29. 
RPI GRADUATE 
ADMISSIONS 
A representative from RPI will 
be available for interviews and 
information on graduate stu-
dies at RPI. 
Tuesday, November 2nd 
1 :00 to 4:00 p.m. 
at OGCP 
have had windshield wipers and radio 
antennas vandalized. 
10:05 P.M. _ A SNaP student ob-
served two male WPI students throwing 
eggs at a WPI cruiser parked In front of 
Stratton Hall. The SNaP student chased 
one or the pair throughout the east 
campus, catching him near Atwater 
Kent. The subject was transported back 
to the station by WPI Police, wh~ picked 
up the second sub)ect a short time later 
near his apartment. The subjects 
washed the cruisers and were turned 
over to the Student Affairs Office. 
Monday, October 4 
11 10 A.M. - Students reported that 
locks on their lockers In the varsity 
locker room in Alumni Gym had been 
removed Items were missing from the 
lockers. 
11:55 A.M. - A student residing off 
campus reported that a stereo system, 
tapes, and a camping stove were stolen 
from his vehicle parked on Regent Street 
the previous night. 
1 15 P .M. - A student reported that 
his vehicle parked on Elm Street had 
been broken Into the previous night. A 
stereo and camping equipment were 
stolen 
11 :25 P.M. - SNaP reported a sus-
picious person looking In the windows 
In the Stoddard complex. The subject 
was gone when WPI officers arrived. 
Tueect.y, October 5 
7:00 P.M. - A student reported non-
WPI students in Alumni gym. The sub-
)ects were removed. 
Wedn .. day, October 6 
3:30 P.M. - A non-WPI student was 
removed from Alumni Gym and advised 
of trespassing 
6:10 P.M - A student reported that 
the battery from his car parked In the 
Stoddard Lot had been stolen. 
Thursday, October 7 
3:30 P.M - An officer arrested a 
subject for trespassing In Alumni Gym 
See Highlights. 
10:55 P.M. - A subject located In the 
dormitory was round to be In possession 
of drugs and arrested. See Highlights. 
The largest salectton 
of hard 1lumlnu11 
MEASURING TOOLS 
In the countryl 
IP§!!f i'a 
STRAIGHT EDGES/T-SQUARES 
METRIC RULES/L-SQUARES 
CENTERING RULES 
TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS 
INKING RULES 
and many others ••. 
: Sil THEM AT YOUR BOOKSTOllE I, er SEND FOR CATALOG 
qq FAIRGATE 
i~c; RULE CO .. llC. 
, ""'o zu.-. .... 
, q ' PJ.111!71 
l (" Clll ..... l.Y. 
u..u. ,.,. 
WPI 
-\S\ fRATERJV/t)' 
PARADE 
FLOAT WINNERS: 
1st Place Theta Chi 
2nd Place Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon 
3rd Place Tau Kappa 
Epsilon 
Attendance Award -
Delta Phi Epsilon 
Spirit Award -
Phi Sigma Sigma 
Thanks to all those who 
participated and helped 
make Homecoming '82 
a success! 
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Trustee involved with Alumni Admissions Program 
by Debbie Allen 
News Editor 
Mr. Walter Bank, Class of '48, Is an 
alumni trustee and Involved with the 
Alumni Admissions Program. In a recent 
Interview, he described his actlvltles 
while a student at WPI, his activities as 
trustee and Involvement with the Alumnl 
Admissions Program. 
As a student, Mr. Bank majored In 
electrical engineering and waa Involved 
with Phi Kappa Theta, Tech News, 
Peddler, soccer, track, basketball, and 
various clubs including the Glee Club 
and Newman Club. Upon graduation, he 
was commissioned In the navy and 
served for s year and a half. He received 
his Master's degree In electrical en-
gineering In 1950. Mr. Bank's profes-
slonal experience Includes ten years 
with Sylvania In electronlcs and market-
ing, three years at Trident Laboratories 
as systems engineer and consultant. five 
years with Control Data Corporation In 
Washington. D.C. In marketing and nine 
years with Systems Consultants, Inc., 
also in Washington, D.C. as marketing 
manager. He Is currently with the DCS 
Corporation In Arlington , Virginia 
which specializes in Infra-red lasers. He 
also served five years on a"ctlve duty In 
the navy In World War II and the Korean 
War. 
Mr. Bank is one of fifteen alumni 
trustees. The Board of Trustees ls 
composed of 15 alumni trustees and 20 
at-large members. They hold three 
meetings per year and are responsible 
for reviewing the budget and making the 
final decisions on It. They are also 
responsible for proposing new buildings 
and renovations and launching a capital 
campaign and setting goals-for dona-
tions. The Board of Trustees' have 
several committees assigned to different 
functions. An example ls the financial 
committee which oversees the WPI , 
corporation and keeps the 27 milllon 
dollars In endowments well-Invested. 
They also select financial advisors to 
assist. Mr Bank Is on tt\e Student 
Academic Affairs Committee which su-
pervises the standard of llvlng condi-
tions and handles any problems con-
WPI T111atH - Walter Banlc. 
cemed with this and with registration for 
classes. 
Mr. Banks Is deeply Involved with the 
Alumni Admlaalons Program This was 
conceived after the formation of the 
Plan. He sees the pool of 18-year-olds 
who are potential applicants to colleges 
la diminishing as much aa 25lMI by 1985 In 
the north and east. Many alumnl could 
help with admissions by talking or 
visiting with students Interested tn WPI 
and encouraging them to submit an 
- Kevin Bantry. 
appllcatlon. This would help Insure 
that applicants to WPI would remain 
high In spite of decreasing numbers of 
potential college students. The program 
Is organized with an area chairman, an 
uaistant, and group leedera, who over-
Me the volunteera. Each alumni volun-
teer does not have to call more than five 
students. In 1977-78, the program cov-
ered 15 metropolitan areas, while lut 
year, It expanded to 29 areas. Baltimore, 
Chicago, Cleveland, upper New Yori< 
State, Houston, end New York City ere 
among the areas covered. During the 
first year, 195 alumnl participated and 
418 alumni participated In 1981. The 
number of leads on potentlal 1ppllcants 
has lncreued from 831 In the ftrst year 
to 2,148In1981. The highest percentage 
of leads actually contacted wu 55.4"9 
lut year, which la much higher than 
other colleges. It la difficult to get a 
direct correlation between the number 
of matriculations by atudenta who were 
contacted and the number of contacts: 
how the alumni contactl affect m.trl-
culatlon. Statistics are being developed 
on this. Forthefuture, Mr. Bank hopes to 
expand the program and receive appll-
catlons from other areu of the country. 
He feels that the program has been very 
aucceutul. "The support the program 
haa been getting Is terrific." Getting 
volunteers is easy; 90"9 ofthoee asked to 
help wlll say yes. He also said that as 
national chairman, out of 23 phone calla 
he made asking for area chairmen, 15 of 
those said that they woo Id aet'Y8. He also 
wants to have students Involved; mostly 
juniors and aenlors who have more 
experience with the Plan, to help make 
contacts. 
When asked about the Plan, Mr. Bank 
felt that It hu been successful. He has 
seen It from the point of view of the 
Washington Projeot Center. He has seen 
the enthusiasm of the students and la 
lmpretSed with the quality of the oral 
reports given to the sponsors. "Students 
are much better equipped to go to work 
Immediately - positive program. They 
are exposed to lob-like situations al-
ready and have experience." 
IMAQlti\IS 
EXHIBITION AND SALE 
of FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS 
NEW THIS YEAR: 
• CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHS • 
ADAMS, CUNNINGHAM, 
and more. 
FEATURING: Old Masters, Impressionists, The 
Group of Seven, Woodland Indian and Oriental 
Art, O'Keeffe, British Museum and Exhibition 
Posters, Eschers, Curtis, Rockwell, and others. 
PRICES DATE Friday, October 15, 1982 
MOST LARGE PRINTS 
$3.00 ea or 3 for $8.00 
MOST SMALL PRINTS 
$2.00 ea or 3 for $5.00 
TIME 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
PLACE Wedge 
OVER 700 DIFFERENT IMAGES 
--
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Financial Aid Off ice relocated 
by Jean Salek 
The Financial Aid Office currently 
resides In the luxurious new office In the 
lower level of Boynton Hall. Prior to 
Tuesday, September 28, the Financial 
Aid Office had been loca1ed on the first 
Admissions and Financial Aid needed 
extra room. For one thing, the staff 
members. secretaries, and work study 
students were greatly Inconvenienced 
by having to climb over each other In 
order to do their jobs. Anyone who has 
ever been In the "old" Financial Aid 
The new Financial Aid Office Is quite 
remarkable. Unlike the old office, where 
students had to sit on the radiator while 
wait mg to be helped the new office has a 
waiting room With lour chairs. tables, 
and even a coatclosetl Therelsanentlre 
room for the work study students, and 
an extra wall phone was added to 
contend with all of the Incoming phone 
inquiries. The secretaries, Dora and 
Linda, now have larger work areas. 
Associate Director Michael J. Curley 
and Director Edgar F. Heselbarth of 
course still have their own offices, but 
they no longer see 'yeoman" duty as 
supply clerks. 
The nicest aspect of the new Flnanclel 
Aid Office Is its skylights. It's the only 
office In the school that has windows 
close enough to the celling to allow one 
to see what the new fashions In shoes 
are. Women who opt tor shorter skirts 
should keep out of the flower beds by 
Boynton Hall 
Students are welcome to visit the new 
"quarters" at the usual business hours 
from 8:30 to 5:00 p.m. 
TuHd•y, October 12, 1182 
... Health 
Services 
(continued from page 2) 
students who are on stable dosages 
only, upon receipt ot serum lnatructlons 
from the student's doctor. Arrange-
ments may be made with an outside 
physician for those requiring building 
dosages. Serum Is administered only In 
the a.m. when the doctor Is present, and 
students must remain In the Health 
Office for 20 minutes after the injection. 
The Health Office la equipped to offer 
24 hour nursing care for Illnesses re-
quiring short term convalesclnQ. 
If you visit the Health Office In the late 
evening or during the night, pleue 
remember to bring your WPI l.D. with 
you. For security reasons, the door is 
locked and admission Is obtained only 
to those students showing acurrentWPI 
1.0 .. The Health OHlce may be reached 
at 793-5520 (extension 5520 from cam-
pus). 
Pocket the $avings 
•lcheel Clufey and Linde S.bcock of Flnanclel Aid. - Chrt9 PeppM. 
floor of Boynton. Over the past year, Office can attest to the rldlculous condl-
however, both the Admissions Office tlorui, while one person had the file 
and the Financial Aid Office felt the need cabinet open, no one else In the office 
for ex1ra apace. Thus, through the could pass by. Also, because of the 
combined efforts of both staffs, a new increasing number of student appllca-
offlce was constructed for Flnanclal Aid. tions both Adm Isa Ions and Flnanclal 
while Admissions Is expanding Into the Aid h'ave to deal with a higher number of 
old Financial Aid Office. file cabinets and people that could fit In 
There are several reasons why both the old ottlce. 
on Nike, Converse, Timberland and 
KangaROOS (~lo·~·:•hlngl~) :·t..~ 
ffi ...... ng 
Artierk ond~ wear !:::IC 279 Main Street ·Worcester, MA 
DAILY9;30·5:30, WED. 'TIL8:30 • FREE VALIDATED PARKING 
15°/o off on all Kangaroos with 
JUNIORS AND 
The CooperatlYe EducatlOn Office hie 
~~job oppprtunltles stfU 
••••the wen.....,; Jfri.-sept. 1-. 
If lfttw••rt..-••• contact: 
' 
.,.,., '•flley ~Arogram Director 
Boynton Hall. First Floor 
• 
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Stempel speaks highly of ·WPI 
by AnnlJITlaria Diaz 
Newspeak Staff 
WPI has many well known graduates. 
One of our alumni who has become 
well known In his field Is Mr. Robert c. 
Stempel from the Class of '55. Mr. 
Stempel Is currently Vlce President of 
General Motors and General Manager of 
the Chevrolet Division. Robert Stempel 
was at WPI last week to attend the Board 
of Trustees meeting and also to present 
a lecture on "Automotive Competition 
and the Productivity Challenge". 
Robert Stempel was a mechanical 
enAlneerlnA major and was a member of 
Sig Ep, The Masque, and Skull. To eam 
money for tuition. he worked summers 
as an auto mechanic In New Jersey. The 
owner of the shop advised him to go 
"engineer It" so It would work better. He 
had always wanted to go Into the auto 
Industry, but his first job was with 
General Electric In Bridgeport, CT. After 
six months at GE, he entered the Army. 
DISCOUNT ARMY-NA VY 
STORE 
WORCESTER COUNTY'S 
LARGEST ARMY & NAVY 
STORE 
"WHERE YOU CAN 
ONLY GET IT 
CHEAPER IF YOU 
ENLIST'' 
148 Main St., (near Lincoln 
Sq.) across from Marriot Hotel 
••• 753-2684 ••• 
When he left the Service. he then went to 
Michigan to enter the auto industry to be 
in engineering and design, and had not 
originally planned on entering manage-
ment. 
Four years ago, when he was Chevro-
Alumnu• - Robert C. Stempel. 
let's Chief Engineer, the Caprice Classic 
won Motot Trend'• "Car of the Year" 
honors. He then served as Vice Presi-
dent and General Manager of Pontiac 
for two years. While General Manager at 
Pontiac, he drove a Pontiac in the 
Oay1ona 500. Afterwards, he went to 
General Motors' West German subsl· 
diary, Opel. After spending sixteen 
months In Europe. he was promoted to · 
Vice President and General Manager of 
Chevrolet. 
, 
Mr. Stempel was quite pleased with 
his experience at WPI. He feels he was 
well prepared with mechanical engi-
neering and manufacturing processes 
and In design. He recalled metallurgy, 
strength of materials, and said the ther-
- Stne Knopplng. 
modynamtca had apparently sunk In. He 
feels that he received a good sound 
engineering education. 
He is still quite Impressed with WPI. 
He noted thatuhe school Is lntematlon-
ally known because of Alden Research 
Labs. He said that even In Europe, 
people know where It Is because of its 
outstanding graduates. He said other 
business persons have told him of 
excellent WPI graduates whom they 
employ. 
Mr. Stempel thinks our students are 
enthusiastic, handle themselves well, 
and are well rounded in the humanities. 
He is impressed that the students are in 
command of themselves He thinks It's 
good that before WPI students ever start 
engineering, they'll have an under-
standing of people. 
When the Plan first started, many 
articles were written about It. It was 
called an exciting concept but the 
question was raised as to whether or not 
the Instructors would have the dlsc1pllne 
to carry It off. Mr. Stempel feels It is a 
credit to WPI that it has worked as well 
as it has. He said that when he went to 
school It was possible to team all the 
material In four yeara, but it la different 
now. Under the Plan, the student's mind 
Is expanded, the student becomes well 
rounded In the basics, and undenstands 
how to logically attack what they set out 
to do. They learn what to look for. 
I also asked Mr. Stempel why he 
stayed In an Industry that has so many 
problems. His response was that there Is 
a tremendous opportunity in the auto 
Industry. He tends to be optimistic and • 
sees no substitution for automOblle 
transportation . He agrees that there are 
a lot or things that have to be changed, 
and also that he hasn't had one day that 
hasn't been exciting. 
Stempel has been Involved In many 
areas Including undenstandlng the phe-
nomena of engine combustion and ita 
effect on the air, high speed metal 
cutting, lasers, developing materials to 
replace asbestos, high temperature ce-
ramics, and computer aided design. He 
said that 1t has been one tremenoous 
learning experience from beginning to 
end. Another thing which keeps him In ' 
the business is that you don't have to go 
far before someone Is talking about 
automobiles and trucks. 
When questioned as to whether or not 
General Motors was taking enough 
risks, Mr. Stempel replied the affirma-
tive. He said that there hu been a 10C>lllt 
change In vehicles and It wu not known 
If this would work. The automobile hu 
changed more In the put decade than In 
all preceding decades. The nut they 
have now is to generate capital funds, 
make changes. and be succeuful at It. 
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( COMMENTARY ) 
Apartment life 
by Stephen D. Rogers 
News,,.U St•lf 
freezer. 
I have found that there are usually two 
types of showers In the world. There is 
the shower 
apartment showers have the bath fix-
tures and a knob. So, getting up si>< 
hours earlier than I'm accustomed to, I 
and more of an overcast. Ever try to rinse 
your hair with overcast? 
When people hear I live in a seven-
man apartment. their usual comment Is 
"Seven guya and one bathroom?" Actu-
ally It has wcned out quite well - I take 
my shower at 4:30 In the morning. Their 
qu.tion should have been "SeYen guys 
and one nrfrigeratoff We have to go 
shopping every three day1 - you can 
only cram IO much Into that thing. And 
then there's the ltay-bitsy freezer. "Hey 
look at this, 8'ght packagee of muffins 
for • buck!.. Boom - there goes the 
( RAMbliNGS J 
As I mentioned, hot water is free -
heat however is not. I didn't learn 
plumbing over the summer for nothing. 
The bath is Independent of the shower, 
and that hot water could do nicety to 
heat the apartment . . Unscrew the bath 
faucet and screw on a brass coupli!'Q. 
After adding one-end threaded brass 
tubing, solder pipe after elbow together 
to go from the bathroom to the staircase, 
and under the first floor celling - row 
after row of piping - until It empties Into 
the kitchen sink After you plug up all the 
teaks and clean up all the water, It works 
quite nlcely. Until that is you have to take 
It all down because people flre coming 
over to fix the pressure problem in the 
shower 
( 
one which include a bath (run by tum Ing 
on the bath fixtures and then turning on 
a knob which diverts the water to the 
shower head) and tt}e other which 
doesn't (like the dorm showers). The 
(ETTERS ) 
Student defines trash 
To the Editor: 
I am writing to comment on the worst 
regular feature of Nemap•'*· If you 
haven't gueeeed by now, I am referring 
to Random Ramblings. Normally I would 
not criticize the work of your staff; after 
all, they are willing to devote a good deal 
of time and energy 10 the paper when I 
am not. In this C888. however, I will make 
an exception. 
I con1ider Ne ap 11k to be a fine 
s-per. but am consistently disappointed 
by Mr. Roger'• column. To be blunt, It is 
t,...,,, r nd not flt 10 be printed In a 
publlca;ion of this caliber. Perhaps Mr. 
Rogers thinks he Is being witty, amu-
sing, avant-garde; in reality his work Is 
offensive, pointless, and stupid. If he has 
any relevant points to make, he Is 
obviously making them elaewhere. I 
woold ask that you exercise your editori-
al powers and waste no more of any-
body's time by printing garbage Given 
time, Mr. Roger's writings may once 
again rite to their previous level of 
mediOCrity. Anything would be an im-
provement OY8r last week's piece (Oct 5 
Issue). 
Erle C. Peterson, '84 
Leltell Polley 
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try to take a shower I turn on the bath 
and adjust It until the temperature's fine, 
and then I tum on the knob. The shower 
comes on. but the bath faucet continues 
to pour out water. "Damn good thing we 
aren't paying for water." The shower's a 
bit cold so I reach down and turn up the 
hot water. The shower doesn't heat up, 
but now the water I'm standing in ls quite 
hot I begin to wake up. There are 
numbers on the knob, 70-120. Pressure? 
Why? Temperature? One hundred and 
twenty would probably kill you. The bath 
wPter gets hotter and hotter as the 
snower gets colder and colder I'm 
turning blue white my feet are becoming 
beet red. My language Is also becoming 
quite colorful. My first morning back at 
WPI 
I finally did figure out how the shower 
works - the shower knob actually 
controls Its own water. and those num-
bers actually were temperature read-
ings. Now while 120 degrees of possible 
hot may seem dangerous, this school 
Isn't that stupid. Up to about 65 degrees, 
the shower has quite a bit of pressure. 
This star··ens off as you hit 70, so that 
you have less of a shower and more of a 
mist. Above 70 you have less of a mist 
And fix it they did. The force of the 
shower knocked me down, and I was 
bowled over twice before I was able to 
get to my knees (I wasn't hurt because 
of the cushioning effect of all the hair in 
the tub. It's kind of disguitlng, but Is 
comfortable to stand on - like going 
barefoot through a field or heath.) And 
the downdraft caused by that volume of 
water crashing down caused quite an 
updraft at the other end of the tub and 
little sldedrafts here and there. The 
shower curtain was whipped about by 
the hurricane winds, and I staggered to 
my feet despite the water crashing down 
from the heavens. "Rage, crack, blow. 
Ay, every inch a king. Regan, Gonerll-
do me!" (My Shakespeare Isn't at its best 
in the wee hours of the morning, but the 
thought was there.) 
What to write about 
by David F. Wall 
Newspealc Staff 
Yes, it's that time of the week again. 
Time to come up with a column for this 
week's ........-. I like writing the 
column, but sometimes It can get diffi-
cult. Take this week. I was lost for an 
idea up until Dr. Issac Asimov's lecture. 
That inspired me. 
Another A Term is almost over, and I 
wonder what I'm doing here. A kid who 
loathed mathematics all through school, 
and I'm here at one of the premier 
engineering schools in the country. 
And there are other things to get me 
down, Take work for example. I work at 
WACCC. It's a nice job (at least I have 
one), and I wor1< with some really good 
(.__ ______ o_u_T __ o_f _T_U_R_N _________ )
Dr. Asimov. to anyone who still hasn't 
heard of him, Is one of the most prolific 
writers of our time. The man has 262 
books In print, on Just about anything 
you need Information on. He's not only 
written some of the moet thought-
provoking science fiction of our time, 
bu1 he also writes mysteries. and has 
written about the Bible, Shakespeare, 
great poems and plays, science In a 
general and specific manner, and heav-
en knows what else. 
Obviously, here Is a man who Is no 
mental slouch. He thinks for his living. 
He went out and got a doctorate In 
chemistry, and then went flying right 
into his writing career Amazing 
It is mildly Intimidating One looks at a 
man such as he and then starts to think 
about the atruggle to get out of WPI with 
a B.S. and the hope of a job with enough 
money to survive. It sort of leaves an 
empty feeling, especially on mornings 
when I get out of bed and wonder what 
I'm doing here. And then comes Satur-
day, sometimes without the slightest 
Idea of what I want to say this week 
people, but It can be a strain. Eapeclally 
when that CS 2011 program Is due at 
midnight, or when the &M" 1?11'(!1 
Decsystem-20 goes down for P.M . and 
never returns. Facing many angry peo-
pleat 8:00 on Friday morning, especially 
with that Calculus test at 1 :00. Is not my 
idea of fun. 
And there are the little things, like 
dealing with domestic troubles (there's 
no mllk again, &()"""!. Mii). Or with 
parents, or friends. or just life In general. 
And the WPI beat goes on. It Is a sort of 
ordered randomness. Not unlike thla 
article, come to think of It. But this ls 
good to write, because It Is unfocused. 
after a week that has spent so much time 
focusing on things. And maybe you'll 
find it good to read, too. We all get a little 
tense. Even President Reagan. He has 
his troubles. Telling freshman Con-
gressman to shut up, and having Johnny 
Carson talk about you is not any 
fun either And he's got a tougn job. 
Imagine having to run a country that 
Isn't what you think It Is anymore? 
The Democrats "new" platform 
by Edward J.P Childs 
Newspeak Staff 
In November of 1984, the American 
people will choose a President . As 
things stand now the Republican candi-
date will most likely be Ronald Reagan. 
basic Issues: (1) America needs a re-
stored Infrastructure. Improvements are 
needed on decaying roads, bridges, 
waterways and sewers. These improve-
ments w ill also provide jobs and Job 
training for unemployed workers. (2) 
(~~~~f_R_oM __ rlt __ E_R_iG_=ln ______ ~J 
Presently, the three fronl runners for the 
Democrats appear to be Walter Mon-
dale, Edward Kennedy, and John Glenn . 
These three polltic1ansall agree on a few 
Federal spending should be Increased 
on human capital programs in edu-
cation, child nutntlori , job training, and 
(continued on pmge 7) 
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Quotes 
Each year during A and B terms. WP/ 
sands a total of thirty-six students to 
Washington, D. C. as part of its Wnhing-
ton Project Center program. These 
students, after being choaen through a 
highly selective screening proceu com-
plete their IQP's with various private and 
... "new'' 
Democratic 
platform 
(continued from page 8) 
other services designed to make the 
public healthier and better skilled. (3) A 
greater partnership should exist be-
tween government, labor, and manage-
ment to promote foreign trade and hold 
down Inflation. Our Industrial policy 
should have more government spon-
sored research and promote newly 
developing technology. 
These three guidelines sound won-
derful as worded by the Democrats, but 
let us analyze them. "Infrastructure" is 
merely a new-fangled term tor "public 
works" or maybe even "portc barrel." 
These projects will end up expensive 
and wasteful If they are poorly selected 
and also If construction unions demand 
the highest prevailing wage rates for 
wortcers. 
"Human capital investments•· will be-
come a cover for a new load of bureau-
cratic categorical aid programs. When 
all the traditional Interest groups of the 
Democratic Party come running with 
their hands out, will the leadership have 
the discipline to say "No"? I think not. 
The Idea of "partnership" of govern-
ment, labor and management reeks of 
socialism. Such a program wlll become 
polltlclzed planning and the Democrats 
would find themselves bailing out old, 
labor-Intensive. vote-rich Industries In-
stead of sponsoring research and devel-
opment In new Industries. Under so 
much pressure from the party's Interest 
groups, the leadership will revert to its 
heavy-handed agenda that caused re-
cord high interest rates and double-digit 
inflation . 
To sum things up. the Democratic 
Party proposes yet anolher platform of 
"tax and tax, spend and spend." The 
American people no longer want or need 
such programs We've had enough of 
Democratic mismanagement. 
~from the D.C. Project Center 
government agencies. Although doing 
this vital work and getting mugged 
outside the Ramada Inn leaves them 
little spare time, the current group of 
eighteen students hN maneged to as-
semble some of their more Incoherent 
reflections on life in Wahington. 
J.WD ... folW ,. ,~ 
by Steven Krouse 
'We are now beglnnJng our descent to 
O.C. Natlonal Airport. The temperature 
Is 74 degrees. ifs sunny, and the 
visibility is 20 miles. Thank you for flying 
Eastern, enfoy your trip •.• " Mark, did 
you know that the maids do your dishes 
and make your beds? Wowt. all we need 
Is a cook ••. Hey Joe and Dan, let's hit 
Happy Hour at Beefsteak Charlie's, all 
the Tacos you can eat! How about 
Alternatives, I hear they haw all the 
chicken wings you can eat, or how about 
. . • Hey Cruiser, whet are you doing 
tonight? Let's go to Bronco Biiiy's and 
practice our two step. New, let's hit 
Bojangle'a and after that, Gusti's. and 
then Numbers, and then ••• Man, what a 
headache. And I haven't even started my 
Oral Pr81entatlon. Don't worry Jack, 
you were a natural-born speaker, be-
sldee, didn't you go to Sue Coomb'a 
School of Action wear ••• "Hey buddy, do 
you have any spare change? It's my kld'a 
birthday and I don't have any money for 
a present. •. " .. Sam, did you get your 
Introduction back?" Tweedle-dee and 
Tweedi.dum said It wu too chatty. 
They want It to be terse. succinct Ilka 
Time magazine. We are going to haw to 
start wortclng, huh. Hey Skip, we de9eNe 
a breek. Patty and Patty are going for a 
cone at the Inside Scoop. How about a 
chiowlch? .•. Rich and Tim, I heerd that 
there's a dance at Trinity tonight. Free 
beer and all the dancln girts you'll ever 
want. Are you klddln', I'm not going to 
mlaa Bev and her singing guitar down In 
the pub ••• Jackie what's wrong? Guys, 
we must've walked fifteen miles today. 
I've l88fl the monument, llncoln Mem-
orial, Capitol, 'National Zoo. Air and 
Spece, and • • • "Hello, room eervlce. 
oould we have a toasted almond and five 
atran for room 307?" "Lisa, let's go 
downstairs to the 'Ctvll Servant.' Lee 
and Rob are eervlng two-for-one drinks • 
• . hey Mike lan't Washington excellent? 
Chris, check out that hooker at.anding 
owr on the corner of 14th street •.. Joe, 
come on down to the pub. Soetens Is 
buying drinks with all the cigars you can 
amot<e. It's time tor our weekly smoke 
featlval • •• Hello, WPI Reeearch Center. 
Joshlah Reed speaking. EMP's Co-
gener.tors, Faculty, and Patents, you 
name It we handle It . . . Where did 
everybody go? ..• We are now beginning 
our descent to l~n airport. The 
( CAMpuS CApsulE5 ) ccs·~~~sletter 
""-------------~- to be published 
OGCP 
Watch bulletin board In Daniels Hall 
marked placement and OGCP for com-
panies that are pre-recruiting and gra-
duate schools. Texas Instruments will 
be on campus on October 14 In Higgins 
109 for an informal informl\tlon meeting 
at 7:00 p.m. AT&T recrul .• rs will be In 
OGCP on November 3 and 4 and will 
also have an Information meeting at7:00 
In Higgins 109 on November 3rd. 
A representative from Pace University 
will be avallable November 1st from 
9:00-12:00 and a representative from RPI 
will be available on November 2nd from 
1:Cl0-4:00. Sign up sheets are on bulletin 
board In OGCP. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
Worcester Community Action Coun-
cil, Inc. needsvolunteerssensitlvetothe 
hardships of elderty and low Income 
people for the Fuel Assistance Proqram. 
Training starts 10/12182. Contact Mere-
dith Stldsen-llndquest at 754- 7281 . 
ASME TOUR 
ASME will sponsor a tour of the WPI 
Nuclear Facility on Wednesday, Oct-
ober 13 at 1:00 p.m. Sign-up posted 
outside the ME Office. 
RAILROAD SEMINAR 
"The Boston Commuter Railroad." 
Francis Connolly (EE'83), Robert Mat-
thews (EE'83), and Robert Mealy (ME 
'83) will talk about some of lhe problems 
of this railroad on Thursday, October 
14th at 12 noon In Higgins 101. 
CHEMISTRY COLLOQUIUM 
Benz1on Fuchs. of Tel Aviv University 
will speak on "Photochemlstryof Homo-
con1ugated Ketones" on Wednesday, 
October 13th at 4:00 p.m. In Goddard 
Hall 227. Refreshments will be served. 
mid B term 
by Suaan Kreda 
On October 4th, the Committee of 
Concerned Students held Its third meet-
ing. The topic of diacuulon was the 
formulation of a newsletter that will 
better Inform WPI students and faculty 
about the Plan 1'8-9V81uatlon. The com-
mittee wlll deYote the next several weeks 
to collecting Information to be included 
In the newsletter which wlll be distri-
buted campus-wide by the Middle of B 
Term. 
The objectives of the CCS project are 
to increase knowledge about the lsaue. 
to open routes •o further sources of 
information, and hopefully to increase 
participation of students. CCS Chair-
man, Gerry Earabino, repeatedly stress-
es the fact that the future of the WPJ 
Plan depends largely on student Input. 
In order for students to offer useful 
opinions and suggestions. they need to 
know exactly what's going on and the 
proper channels through which Ideas 
should be voiced. Thia Is the aim of the 
forthcoming newsletter. 
Dan Weinshenker, CAP member. was 
also present at lhe meeting and has 
initiated a second project In which 
students will write summaries of various 
literature explaining the Plan which will 
be publlshed In the future This is 
another way In which CCS hopes to 
educate the WPI population. 
CCS meetings are open to all WPI 
students and are the primary way tor 
students to get Involved. Times and 
placet1 of meetings as well as other 
perttnent Information are posted on the 
CCS bulletin board across from the 
Social Committee Office. Students are 
urMd to check the bulletin board and 
attend meetings as student input is 
crucial 
' 
Pegel 
..• Asimov speaks 
{continued from p.ge 1) 
Mr. Asimov finished his lecture with a 
short question and answer period before 
leaving the stage and signing some 
autographs. I spoke with his wife. Ac-
cording to her, Mr. Asimov enjoyed what 
he was doing and did it well. He wasable 
to totally capture an audience that didn't 
belieYe In what he spoke of. 
When I asked Mr. Asimov what his 
future goals were he stated that he 
wanted to continue to write books and 
speak to people. He did say that he 
wouldn't be going Into space, due to a 
fear of any flying craft, but I'm sure if he 
were given a chance (and maybe som• 
thing to cover his eyes) he would be the 
first one to Inhabit a spaoe colony or at 
least give a lecture to a group of students 
from Moon Tech. 
Ona atatement that could most suc-
cinctly describe the lecture he gave is "It 
Is with apace that we move Into adoles-
cence and young adulthood." 
NEWSPEAK TuHday, October 12, 1982 
Foothills to start season tomorrow 
by Skip Will/ams 
Newspeak Staff 
The Worcester Foothllls Theatre 
Company will present a two-week run of 
George Bernard Shaw's "Don Juan In 
Hell" Wednesday, October 13th as the 
opener In their new 1982-83 "Challenge 
Year" season at Tuckerman Hall. Under 
the direction of James David Moran, 
who has directed many other Foothills 
productions, this production wlll feature 
resident actors Paul Mayberry and Wy-
man Kane as Don Juan and the Devil, 
respectively, with Deborah Bock and 
Wiiiiam A. Kilmer In supporting rotes. 
"Don Juan In Hell" Is the dream se-
quence from Act Ill of Stiaw's "Man and 
Superman". In this scene, the Infamous 
lover Is In hell engaged In a discussion 
with the Devil on the creative and 
destructive forces In human society and 
the functions of women and sex In our 
universe. The Foothills production will 
be presented In concert reading style 
and will run through October 24th. 
Tuckerman Hell ls located at the corner 
of Tuckerman and Salisbury Streets. For 
further Information. call the Foothills 
Theatre at 754-4018 or 754-3314. 
The Foothllls refers to this year as its 
"Challenge Year" for two reasons both 
of which result from the fact that the 
company was forced to vacate the 
building It hes occupied for the past 
years. It seems that ownership of the 
building had changed hands and It was 
sold right out from underneath them 
The two challenges that the company 
faces this year are to present their 
season of productions In different loca-
tions throughout the Worcester area and 
Seniors: 
to settle a downtown site that wlll serve 
as e permanent home for the Foothills 
Theatre. In a conversation with spokes-
woman Susan L. Smith, she said that 
they had a few locations In mind with the 
same desirable features that their old 
location, 6 Chatham Street, had such as 
seating on three sides of the stage and 
perhaps up to 100 more seats. Ms. Smith 
also seemed quite confident that the 
new Centrum will not hurt the Foothills 
as much as it will help. She feels that 
people outside the Worcester area who 
are attracted to the Centrum because of 
Its big name stars will also see what 
Worcester has to offer and return for 
those other attractions In addition to the 
Centrum. 
MAKE SURE YOU KEEP WATCHING 
BULLETIN BOARD IN DANIELS HALL 
FOR COMPANIES THAT ARE PRE-
R ECRU IT ING AND GRADUATE 
SCHOOLS. 
October 14: Texas Instruments 
November 1: Pace University 
November 2: RPI 
November 3-4: AT&T 
JC's WELCOMES 
JOHN VAi.BY 
WED. OCT 13th 
• 
Concert for Piano 
and 500 Screaming 
Assholes 
Every Monday: Fallen Angel 
$1.00 cover charge 
2 for 1 drinks 
Every Tuesday: Crockett 
$1.00 Molaona all night 
Thia weekend: Radio Star 
(Oct. 14-17) 
JC's food & spirits 
23 Foster Street, Worcester 
Right across from the Centrum 
Drink Specials Nightly 
-• e·dp-eeating limited 752-0637 
Oct. 21-24: Deja Vu 
Oct. 28-30: Tornado Alley 
Oct. 20: Radio Star 
Oct. 27: English 
Oct. 31: Thru the Doors 
Doors open at 7 :30 
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FOR SALE CHEAP 
1971 MERCURY CAPRI 
UGLIEST CAR ON CAMPUS 
$100 
POSSIBLE USES: 
LOOK AT 
PARTS 
EXPLOSIONS 
CALL JIM 753-na5 
URH, univ.ntty of R .. 1 H ........ 
If Itchy and tM Sepen It the beat bend at 
WPI why h.wn't we heerd you. 
Martt - I'm aorry about your neck. I'll be 
mo,. dlacr'fft nut time. love Framing-
ham State. -
RIMMS - FORMAL "HAWAIIAN'' AT· 
TIRE SUITS YOU WELL - BUT ON 
THIS FESTIVE OCCASION WE HOPE 
YOU ADORN YOUR BIRTHDAY SUIT. 
HAVE A GOOD ONE! 
- JJJIM A LLLIZ 
ARAM - MERRY CHRISTMAS -
MARK 
Gerry - you•,. auch a gl'Ht guy! 
The powered down the hyp«c:trtve. The 
falcon hOV'fi'ff ma,..llcally above the 
hall. They beamed down to tM front of 
the at.ge. The mullc began. Zooty 
productlona waa beck In ectlonlll 
ZOOTY - Mixing at ltM lpeed of light 
TYPING - rMaOMlble ...... Mra. Cahlll 
755-e551 . 
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARI, TRUCKS 
Aval!abM - many Mii for under $200. 
Call 312-742-1143 Hl 5183 for Infor-
mation on how to purchue. 
TECHBICON X - WPl'I SCIENCE 
FICTION CONVENTION GUEST: KEV-
IN O'DONNELL JR. Author of " Meyftlet" 
and "JourMy'a of McGiii Feighan". 
ln..,._.lon '13 WPISFS Box 2544. 
• 
FOR BALE: T.nor Suophone. Approxl-
mately four yean old. a.ldom UMd but 
kept In perfect condition. Aaklng $500. 
Call 755-2541 after 3 p.m. 
CCS Aemlndt you to OET INVOLVED! 
AVON PRODUCTS FOR YOURSELF 
OR CHRISTMAI Gl"S FOR EVERY· 
ONE ON YOUR UST. PLEASE IEE 
LORRAINE COREY, WPI MAIL ROOM, 
BOYNTON HALL, LOWER LEVEL. 
Notice to Students, Faculty, 
and Staff: 
Don't make any plans for 
Thursday, Nov. 4th starting 
at 4 p.m. Stay tuned for more details. 
TOOMEY RENTS' 
t2oitwne. df.ou.$~ 'J:Jir:T. 
has tons of Halloween 
merchandise - rental 
costumes, plus masks, 
makeup, wigs, beards 
and mustaches for sale -
largest selection In 
Worcester County and low 
prices, tool Scare up a little 
Halloween fun - come to 
Toomey's I 
10% off with thl• ad beto,. Oct. f5, fN2 
llmH one dl1oount ,,., purch ... 
,_ RENTS/seLLsl 
28 Part< Ave .. Worcater 791-2383 
(near Gold Stlir Blvd .. Newport Creamery & WRTA garage) 
DEANA - I LOVE YOUI COME HE ME 
REAL SOON: love O.D. Bob 
PARTY wtth Kevin O'DonneU Jr. TECH-
NICON '13, lemlnan, mowlea, ......... 
aemlnara and dlece•lw about aclence 
fiction lntentMlon '13. Into: Petrtcla 
Bray, WPllFI Box 2544. 
Small, Mlect co...t alngtng group ---
Ing talented IMof m'\d beM for llatber 
ahop end Madrigal mutlc. H lnl.,..ted 
contact Gayle Box 2450. 
WANTED: concerned en1huslaatie atu-
dentt to hefp with ongoing CCS pro-
fecb. Contact Box 448. 
ERIC D. THORENSEN - OblactMat 
Society Organizer - Box 2119 - 7tt-
n02. 
LEAD GUITARIST needed for weekend 
WP1 Rock Band (The DLQ). Wrtt. Box 
2081 or Call Jett 7'12-9179. 
$$WHO 19 JOHN GALT?$$ 
lndlvtduala lnt.,...ed In the atucty of 
Ayn Rend'• phlloeophy, obfecttvtem, 
pfMa• contact Eric ThoreMn, lox 2119. 
W'*- doee hntng "'PMrty ....... and 
a "Stunning Tan" get you?! 
THEY'RE BACKJllD 
Chlly Rod and Koolln 'K' 
(Ponnet1y Mix M..w I'm) 
WATCH AS THEY ROCK THE WHEELS 
OF STEEL AND THOSE OF RMALE 
PERSUASION AT CLARK THll 8A T • 
URDAY. 
AYN'S MAKES YOU FEEL: GOOD ALL 
UNDER. 
WHY did John Galt???? ,n......., In 
forming a 8ubfectfttat lodety on lhla 
coamlc plane? If ao, contact E.T., box 
2111. 
LOUISE H• 11 more daye UNTlL the • 
big onet 
HEY F'LA8H - WHAT TIME II IT???? 
LOST 
On Oct. 7, 1982 At 10:00 a.m. 
SL Loun e Area 
Hewlett Packard Calculator 
Model HP-67 
REWARD OFFERED 
Contact s·ox 419 
TERM A GRADE REPORTS 
Undergraduate grade reports will go in 
P.O. Box on or before Monday, October 
25, 1982. Please notify Registrar's Office 
in writing if you wish grades to be mailed 
home. Graduate student's grade reports 
for 7 week courses will be mailed to local 
address/or department. 
SENIORS 
COMP TIME IS 
APPROACHING 
During B Term, Newspeak will provide an opportunity 
for you to wrestle with some "comp" type problems. If 
your answers are clever and nuts enough, they just m~ 
end up in Newspeak print Some of the problems we 11 
throw at you involve: 
Nose-sliding glasses 
Defective electric blankets 
Beam deflection as a function of fat tenors 
Failing city sewer systems 
Management case studies (they're a case) 
The icky surface of Neptune and others 
So be sure to check out each issue during B Term. 
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Engineers continue to dominate 
Engineers level Lowell 18-0 
by David P. Tormey 
New•peak Staff 
The WPI Engineers chalked up their 
fourth viciory and remained undefeated 
aa they crushed the University of Lowell 
Chien 18-0 on Saturday. The WPI 
detenae held Lowell to a meager 96 
yards rushing while the otfente picked 
up 416 yards on the ground. 
The first quarter was uneventful as far 
as ac:ortng was concerned. but the WPI 
detenae provided some excitement early 
In the game. Lowell started to move on 
their first pou ... ion and pushed from 
mldfleld to the WPI nine yard llne on a 
and forced the Chiefs to give up the ball 
just 14 yards from the endzone. Four 
plays later, as WPI was about to punt, 
Lowell drew a 15 yard penalty and ga\18 
the Engineers new life. John Salvadore 
took the ball twice for short yardage 
gains and with just 1:10 left In the half, 
quarterback John Scacclottl made Low-
ell pay for their mistake by bolting 57 
yards for another six points. Again 
Lowell stopped the two point conversion 
attempt to give WPI a 12--0 halftime lead. 
The second half opened with a 40 yard 
Jim Leonardo kickoff return that put 
WPI In Lowell territory. It seemed as 
( ______ S_PO_R_T_S ______ )
well executed flee ftlcker pass play. The 
WPI defensive squad, with first time 
starters Ed Macicey (defensive tackle), 
Dave Femia (noee guard), and Nate 
Hanten (linebacker) rose to the occa· 
alon and stopped the Chleta cold at the• 
Woreeeter three yard line. The ball 
changed hands several times before the 
end of the quarter, but neither team 
maMged to get anything going. 
Finally, at the start of the second 
quarter. the Engineers got rolling and 
put themtetves on the scoreboard. WPI 
moved from their own 17 yard llne down 
to the Lowell 13. keyed by the powerful 
running of John Salvadore. On second 
down from the 13, Jim Leonardo 
brought It home aa he scampered In for 
the touchdown. Lowell thwarted the two 
point conversion-attempt to keep the 8--0 
acore In favor of WPI. 
Later In tM quarter, It Memed as 
though Lowell might lie the game up as 
they pushed down to the WPI 19. Again 
the defenee proYed they were tougher, 
Cotta Enngel•lcoe 
Linemen of the Week. 
Rich l'ticMptln 
Hit of the WNk 
though the Engineers would score again 
as they hacked their way to the Lowell 
twenty, but a key delay of game call 
against Worcester broke the momentum 
and kept WPI from scoring. The defense 
easily handled the weak Lowell offense, 
and within three minutes WPI had 
another good drive going. This time. the 
Engineers rushed their way to the Lowell 
12, but again the yellow flags kept WPI 
from scoring, and the quarter ended 
with the score still WPI 12, Lowell O. 
The Engineers finished off the game in 
fine fashion as the defense halted Lowell 
at every turn. Early In the fourth quarter, 
defensive end Jeff Solloway leveled the 
Lowell quarterback for a three yard loss 
and on the next play Costa Evangelakos 
scooped up a fumble to give WPI good 
field position. The offense couldn't 
capitalize on the fumble recovery, but 
they soon had another chance to re-
deem themselves. Thia time, the offense 
took advantage of the situation and on 
the fifth play on the drive, Jim Leonardo 
WPI Stars 
of the 
Week 
John S•lvlldor• 
Beck of th• Week 
John Sc•cclottl dro,,. b8clc to pe•• 
•• linemen hold o" def•n••· 
motored 41 yards for his second touch· 
down of the afternoon. The extra point 
effort failed to make for the final score of 
WPI 18 Lowell o. The defense. keyed by 
back to back sacks by Rich Pochepan 
and Chuck Kenyon, kept Lowell score-
less for the last six minutes to preserve 
WPl's second shutout of the year 
Despite the bad weather on Saturday, 
the WPI backfield managed to chew up 
over 400 yards. Two backs, Jim Leon-
ardo and John Salvadore, each had 100 
plus yards on the afternoon. John 
Rudy Beaupre 
O"enalve Player of the Week 
T~, Ociobef 12. 1912 
- Steve Knopplng. 
Scacciottl, Chip Blenia, and Eric Kap-
antais all had good yardage totals also. 
Probably the only bad aspect of the 
game was the nine penalties called 
against WPI. If it wasn't for the penalties. 
the score would have been much more 
one sided. In spite of the penalties the 
team played very well as everyone had a 
role in the victory. If the Engineers 
continue their total team play and avoid 
the penalties they should have no 
trouble preserving their undefeated sta-
tus. 
Bowlt"9 
Lanes 
Open 
Fridays 
II 
P.M. 
Gym 
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Soccer ranked ninth in New England 
by Steve Demers 
Newspeak Staff 
The Soccer Engineers, posltng a4-1-1 
record at the start of last week have 
earned a ninth place ranking In New 
England and may move further towards 
the top with last week's 3-0 victory over 
Assumption and a 2-2 tie to Division I 
Holy Cross. 
Assumption was outclassed by the 
solid overall team play of the Engineers. 
WPI was always on the offensive, con-
stantly pressuring and patiently waiting 
for their first goal. Sure enough, Kevin 
Murray on a pass from Steve King 
banged home the first and only goal of 
the first half. 
Assumption received more of the 
same In the second half. The Engineers 
were constantly on the attack with even 
their fullback line spending most of their 
time in the Assumption end. Freshman 
Dave King scored his second goal In 
three games on a pass from Marty 
Ferguson. Kevin Murray found the back 
of the net for his second time In this 
game from freshman Scott Cormier who 
played a fantastic game himself. Every-
one got a chance to play as coach King 
utlllzed the full depth of his bencft. 
Holy Cross took a commanding 2-0 
lead In the first half as the Crusaders 
dominated the Engineers throughout 
the first half. WPl's only scoring bid of 
the half came In the first few minutes of 
the game when freshman Mike Scanlon 
blasted a shot that eluded the Crusader 
goalle. only to hit the post with sopho-
Tennis 
The Women's Varsity Tennis Team 
suffered two disappointing defeats this 
past week leaving the team with an 
overall record of 4-5. 
On Wednesday, the team faced Suf-
folk University, a much stronger team 
than was anticipated. WPI got off to 11 
good start with wins from the number 
one and two single positions. Debbie 
Biederman quickly disposed of her 
opponent In two sets while Jenny Davis' 
devastating forehand and powerful 
serve caught her opponent off guard, 
defeating her In two sets. 
Cheryl Bultenhuys, who faced an 
extremely tough opponent at the num-
ber three singles position, stayed with 
her opponent throughout the match and 
forced It to go Into a third set. The hard 
more Ben Paul missing the open net 
rebound. After the Cross scored their 
second goal, however, the call went to 
freshman back-up goal keeper Steve 
Ouellette. and towards the end of the 
first half. the Engineers regained their 
composure and a bit of their momentum. 
The Crusaders went Into the second 
half with an uair of confidence" and 
rightfully so considering their 2-0 lead, 
but WPI would not concede to the 
victory. The Engineers came out In the 
second half as their usual selves - on 
the attack. Surprisingly enough, WPl's 
first goal would be scored unassisted by 
Gerry St. Pierre. who plays sweeper, the 
position usuaJly farthest from the op-
ponents goal. 
This goal not only psyched up the 
Engineers, but It also shook up the 
Crusaders' confidence. WPI continually 
pressed as the Cross found themselves 
forced into a defensive game saving 
their one goal lead with a majority of 
both fine and lucky defensive plays. 
Kevin Murray, for his third time In two 
games, dribbled through the defensive 
and blasted one home, tying the game 
at two apiece. 
With the momentum totally shifted to 
the Engineers, It was only a matter of 
time before a third and winning goal 
would find its way to the back of the 
Crusader net, but time was not some-
thing the Engineers had. Dave King did 
receive a pass and broke through the 
fullback line, but he was hauled down 
from behind just outside the penalty 
tough 
Stelfe King control• the bell and cl.a,. the zone. -Andy Skinner. 
area. stopping what could have and 
probably would have been the game 
winning goal. After only 11 few minutes 
into the first ten minute overtime period, 
a combination of rain and lightning 
forced the referees to cell the game. 
Although the game ended In a 2-2 tie, 
Freshman goal keeper Steve Ouellette 
played a super game. Currently Injured. 
sophomore Amaro Goncalves perhaps 
summed It up saying, 'We have played 
solid as a team ... the freshmen have 
really come through, adding a lot of 
depth to our team." Come and watch the 
Varsity Soccer Team prove Amaro right. 
competition 
work didn't pay off and Cheryl was 
defeated after two hours of grueling 
play. At the number four and flveslngles 
positions, An)I Seth and Karen McCue 
also faced surprisingly strong oppon-
ents and were defeated. 
Sophomore An/I Seth drill• a forehand. - Steve Knopplng. 
With the score now 2-3, WPl entered 
doubles play with vengeance In the\r 
eyes. The number one doubles team of 
Debbie Biederman and Cheryl Bulten-
huys got off to a slow start and were not 
able to catch up to their experienced 
opponents despite a short comeback. In 
the number two doubles position, Jenny 
Davis and AnJI Seth played consistent 
tennis to defeat their opponents with 
strong forehands and key net plays. 
Although the match was at this time lost. 
Thomasin Mento and Alllson Krebs 
exhibited top doubles play In the num-
ber three position. In pressure-tight 
situations. they demonstrated their per-
sistence and determination with their 
winning volleys and consistency to 
defeat their opponents leaving the final 
team score a close 3-4 . 
I 
l 
I 
On the next day, Thursday. a formid-
able opponent Worcester State also 
provided tough competition for the 
women's team, defeatinR them bv a 
score of 6-1 . Wlnnln_g the lone match for 
WPI was Debbie Biederman at number 
one singles. Playing a marathon match 
at the number two singles spot, Jenny 
Davis suffered her first defeat of the 
season. Cheryl Buitenhuys also faced 
tough competition al her number three 
singles position. Despite her blistering 
backhand which she used often to 
antagonize her opponent. she was de-
feated In another close match. Despite 
strong showings. Karen Mccue and 
Anjl Seth were both outlasted by their 
opponents In their number four and five 
singles slots. 
In the doubles play. Thomasin Mento 
and Allison Krebs put up a strong fight, 
but were unable to handle their oppon-
ents. Athena Dratells and Nancy Amery 
also played extremely well together, 
however, lost to their opponents at the 
number two doubles position. 
The women hope to Improve their 4-5 
record In upcoming matches. 
, 
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Tueeday, October 12 
Blood Drive, Alden Hall 
WltAT'S ltAppENiNG 
Friday, October 15 
Varsity Field Hockey vs. MIT, 4:15 P.M. 
Women's VolleybaJI vs. USCGA and ECSC, 1 :00 P.M. 
Weekday Mass, Religious Center, 10:00 P.M. 
Dance Daze, Alumni Gym, 8:00 P.M Admission $2.00. 
Wedn11uy, October 13 
Blood Drive, Alden Hall 
Saturday, October 16 
Varsity Cross Country vs. USCGA, 1:00 P.M. 
Sunday, October 17 
Sunday Mass, Alden Hall, 11 :00 A.M. 
Varsity Cross Country vs. Babson, 4:00 P.M. 
Varsity Field Hockey vs. Wheaton, 4:15 P.M. 
Thunday, October 14 
Blood Drive, Alden Hall 
Class of 1986 elections 
In most jobs, at 22 
you're near the bottom 
of the ladder. 
In the Navy, at 
22 you can be a leader. 
After just 16 weeks 
of leadership training, 
you're an officer. You'll 
have the kind of job 
Take 
Monday, October 19 
Women's Tennis vs. MIT, 3:00 P.M. 
Saturday, October 23 
Varsity Soccer vs. Clark, 10:30 A.M. 
Varsity Cross Country vs. Trinity, 12:00 noon. 
Varsity Football vs. Bates, 1 :30 P.M. 
At22. 
care of sophisticated 
equipment worth 
millions of dollars. 
Ifs a bigger chal-
lenge and a lot more 
responsibility than 
most corporations give 
you at 22. The rewards 
are bigger, too. There's 
your education and training prepared 
you for, and the decision-making au-
thority you need to make the most of it. 
a comprehensive package of benefits, 
including special duty pay. The starting 
salary is $16,400-more than most com-
panies would pay you right out of college. 
After four years, with regular promo-
tions and pay increases, your salary will 
have increased to as much as $29,800. 
As a college graduate and officer 
candidate, your Navy training is geared 
to making you a leader. There is no boot 
camp. Inst.ead, you receive professional 
training to help you build the technical 
and management skills you'll need as a 
As a Navy officer, you grow, through 
Navy officer. 
This training is 
designed to instill 
confidence by first-
hand experience. You 
learn by doing. On 
your first sea tour, . 
you 're responsible for 
managing the work of 
up t.o 30 men and the 
new challenges, new tests of your skills, 
r ;;,::v';Qffl,;;"U-;;;-T-;-· - - - -;, ; 1 
I INFORMATION CENTER I P.O . Box 6000. Clift.on, NJ 07015 I 0 I'm ready t.o take chargt>. Tull me more about I 
lhe Navy's officer programs. 1001 
I N I 
I F\l'llt IP'-- Pnnll Lu~ I Add.,,.. pl. If, __ _ I City Sc.. Zt I 
I Ap tcolll'ite/UnivtmJ1ly I 
*Year in Collrar .OP I I .waJOl'/ M1n«c--- ------
I Phooe Num.,.~ IA.-Codel Beat Time Lo Call I 
I .,... ... --1-"'·'-'"'lurma°""-v ..... - ....... 1.o,u.. I ....., ...,. iii Ow mlonn•Ooa Nq-.d Of _,,..,, U. ,,_ " ~- l.M - ... can i..IP 1.o ~- U.. lund1 ol N•vy po41I · 
L don8 b whkh 1°" qualif)'. J 
-----------
and new opportunities 
to advance your edu-
cation, including the 
possibility of attending 
graduate school while 
you're in the Navy. 
Don't just take a 
job. Become a Navy 
officer, and take charge. 
Even at 22. 
--~--j 
